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Motivation:
Why do language 

fine-tuning? 
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Large Language Models

Large English Models
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Training datasets

Training dataset 
of LLama 3 8B is 
95% English with 
only 5% left for 

all the other 
languages

(according to 
Andrej Karpathy)

Leads to 
immense cultural 

bias 

https://twitter.com/karpathy/status/1781028605709234613
https://twitter.com/karpathy/status/1781028605709234613
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Official ChatGPT tokenizer
EN UA

The model sees no characters, it sees tokens.
EN tokens are longer, making the entire text shorter for the model.
That means larger context window and cheaper usage.

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer
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Code switching
In Ukraine bilingualism is 
extremely common. 
Although almost never written, 
one can encounter oral 
code-switching everywhere.
We even had a Prime-Minister 
Mykola Azarov who was 
mocked a lot for code-switching 
all the time.



     Why not making LLMs truly multilingual?

● Bigger dataset -> hard to 
get, more expensive 
training

● Bigger vocabulary -> 
larger model, more 
expensive training

● Technical difficulties -> 
code switching

● Reinforced learning from 
human feedback (RLHF) 
-> expensive

Softmax
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Datasets and
experimental 

setup



     Ukrainian Knowledge and Instruction Dataset (UKID)

 
(UKID) has been created by our team specifically 
for this fine-tuning task through the following 
steps: 

● Identify 1064 most visited Wikipedia pages

● Filter out 367 pages that are relevant to 
Ukrainian context
 

● Compose  962 Question-Answer-Fact (QAF) 
triplets using Gemini 1.0 API.

    The resulting UKID dataset is made public.



     Fine-tuning Gemma and Mistral into Ukrainian

● Datasets: instruction datasets UAlpaca, SQuAD-uk, UKID

● Training setup:
- Gemma: official fine-tuning guidelines from the Vertex AI platform
- Mistral:  axolotl tool, configs can be found in our repo 

● Hardware: 4x Nvidia Tesla A100-80Gb GPU instance on Google Cloud 
Platform 

https://github.com/robinhad/kruk
https://github.com/Drastic/squad-uk
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/vertex-ai-samples/blob/main/notebooks/community/model_garden/model_garden_gemma_kerasnlp_to_vertexai.ipynb
https://github.com/OpenAccess-AI-Collective/axolotl
https://github.com/PolyAgent/from-bytes-to-borsch/tree/main
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Results



Open questions with human-in-the-loop 
evaluation according to CRUG system:

• Coherence (C): factual correctness and 
coherence of the given answer.
• Relevance (R): the answer aligns with the 
given instructions.
• Ukrainian (U): the response is given in the 
Ukrainian language.
• Grammar (G): stylistic and grammatical 
evaluation

     Linguistic benchmarking: II parts

Multiple choice questions in two 
categories: 
- Ukrainian history 
- Ukrainian language and literature
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Follow-up



     Follow-up and work in progress: towards a model with better language 
capabilities

● Larger corpus training: improving general language skills

● Adding 70k new UA tokens: reducing token/word ratio

● Smart embedding initialization of new tokens: leverage existing tokens

● Training:
- Gemma-7b using JAX and model parallelism

● Hardware: 8x Nvidia Tesla A100-40Gb GPU 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.14481

